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EDITORIAL
With this issue ONE begins its 10th year of pubfication, This is, then,

our' tenth anniversary issue and uur- 10th anniversary year. In honor
of this milestone in ONE's, hrstory I have felt it appropriate to. pre-
erupt Qur customary editor-ial space-and, perhaps" a few extra pages,
to. review fos- our fniends and readers some of the rnor-e significant
events, both physical and Idealogieal, in ONE's riot trntrotrhlcd hfstory.
Significantly enough, there is a considerable number of names on ONE's
subscrrption list which have been there from the very beginning; un-
doubtedly there are many newsstand buyers who. have been with us
f'rom the fir-st, yet, in all probahilfty, there are few of today's readers
who.may realize and appreciate just how far ONE has traveled in its
first nine years of publrcation ..

The cause fQr which all homop'hiles must live and for which some, at
least, choose to. fight, is.far from WQn.It will not be WQn,no. doubt, in
our lifetime. There are agonizing moments when to.struggle seems pur-
poseless and hopeless, but we carmot give up. Progress is being made.
MQstof us" however, fail to. find within the arena of our own personal
experience the milestones by which to.measure this, prQgress, and so.we
are nQt aware of it. But, because ONE, small though it still may be, is a
larger entity than any of us its activities encornpass a field large
enough to. provide landmarks by which we can measure our progress
thus far and, perhaps, estimate the progress which may still be made
by our-generatiQn.

It was in the fall of 1952 that the idea for- the magazine eventually to.
be known as ONE was'conceived. The idea was, at first, enthusiastically
accepted and warmly supported by a comparatively large grQup of people
who. were then meeting under the auspices of the Mattachine Society
in LQSAngeles.•The enthusiasm of most of these supporters died rapidly,
however-s-cnot because they felt any less warmly about the idea, but be-
cause they felt that the project was impractical-nay, nQt impractical,
impossible. There remained, fortunately, a small handful who. wotrld
not give up. This, small remaining group continued to. meet regularly,
and plans progressed rapidly.
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In only a few weeks (January 1953), the first issue of ONE was published.
This first issue bears little resemblance to the magazine we know today. In the
first place, it is of an odd size (as all issues of that year were to be) , almost square,
rather ungainly looking, and awkward to handle. It consists of twenty-four pages
and a cover. The cover is plain gray, with a simple, formal design, and some few
words in purple ink. There was an indexpage, a page of announcements, a "Letter
to You" in which the editors stated that ONE was "dedicated to the service of
humanity" and appealed to readers for support. The "lead article" was a transla-
tion from a German homophile publication, Die Insel. There was a poem by Helen
Ito, showing that women's interests were to be included, an article on law, a page
of book notices, a couple of pages of "news," one advertisement, and a page ex-
pressing the best wishes of the Mattachine Foundation. Except as one may see in
"News:" the forerunner of today's tangents and in "Books:" today's more formal
and more extensive book section, there was no department, no feature, to suggest
the magazine of today. Only "As For Me," an occasional feature, remains un-
changed. There was no art work-only a space-filling standard printer's cut or
two.

But the first issue was out and number two was on its way. In the second issue,
as a few readers expressed their reactions to issue No.1, there 'appeared a page
entitled: "LETTERS:" and the first regular feature of ONE, as known today,
came into being. In the March issue, the "Book" section assumed a more formal

. aspect; there were two advertisements.
Everything that first year was, of course, a first of some kind, and almost every

line represented some kind of accomplishment: there were the first editorial, the
first articles-written by members of the staff-and then the first outside manu-
scripts, the first letters, the first controversy, and the first hint of trouble with
authority. In May there appeared an article entitled "The Homosexual Culture,"
the beginning of a long continuing controversy as to whether there actually is a
"homosexual culture." In July there appeared a provocative article entitled:
"Your Little Magazine Won't Last," in which the author detailed six thoughtful
reasons why, in his opinion, ONE could not hope to survive. This article was to
touch off a whole series of articles and letters in which readers expressed their
views as to the possibility and desirability of ONE's staying in existence for any
length of time. It was an interesting argument then-and still is-though some
of the more compelling arguments in 1953 seem a little silly in 1962.

In August came the first hint of trouble with the post office. For no reason
which would ever be apparent today from a perusal of the Magazine, the Los An-
geles Post Office stopped the postal distribution of all copies of ONE. Then, after
holding them for about two weeks, released them at the insistence of ONE's at-
torney. That was all there was, to this incident, but it boded ill for the future.

In November, 1953, ONE moved into its own offices at 232 S, Hill, two dismal
rooms in a shabby office building downtown L.A., and made a plea for donations
of furniture and general office equipment. Today ONE still occupies those same
quarters although the two rooms have become six. Office equipment now includes
modern reproduction and duplicating machines, steel files, and sturdy shelves
for ONE's library-equipment the first editors would never have dared hope for,
all gifts of the "Friends of ONE."

No review of that first momentous year would be complete without at least a
brief mention of ONE's first editors. The January masthead stated that the edi-
torial board was composed of Martin Block, Dale Jennings, and Don Slater; Wil-
liam Lambert was business manager. Martin Block was to serve as editor-in-chief
until July of that first year when he turned over his position to Dale Jennings and,
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assumed a position as contributing editor. Dale served as editor until February,
1954, when Ann Carll Reid became one of the first women ever to serve as an edi-
tor of a homophile publication. Ann was to continue in this position through Dec-
ember, 1957, when she was succeeded by Don Slater, our present editor. Don as-
sumed command with the January issue 1958. Thus, ONE has had four editors,
two of whom have served for four years.

From the very beginning ONE was supported and assisted by women. Indeed,
the first few issues contained several items written by women-Helen Ito, Eliza-
beth Lalo, Geraldine Jackson. Even so, in August, 1953, ONE published a letter
signed simply "J.P." reproaching ONE for its exclusively male approach to the
problem of homosexuality. The letter concluded: "perhaps you would welcome the
feminine viewpoint. I'm sure we have much to offer if it would be acceptable to
ONE." Coincidentally, with that same issue two women had been appointed offi-
cially and formally to the editorial board. They were, significantly, Ann Carll
Reid and Eve Elloree. Ann, as already mentioned, was later to become editor-in-
chief. Eve was soon to become ONE's art director and was to serve in that capac-
ity up to· the present time.

The February, 1954, issue bore on its cover, in large letters, the words "The
Feminine Viewpoint." The entire issue was written by, for, and about women.
Not immediately, but eventually, "Feminine Viewpoint," was to become a regular
feature of the magazine appearing under that masthead. "The Feminine View-
point," as an identifiable feature, no longer appears as such, but it remains always
the responsibility of Alison Hunter to make certain that, in general, each issue
contains something of special interest to ONE's female readers and supporters. In
this same issue there appeared an article entitled: "Letter to a Newcomer" by
Sten Russell. This was Sten's first appearance in ONE's pages, but Sten was to
become, first, an active contributor to ONE's pages, and eventually an associate
editor, a position which she held until mid-1961.

In March, 1954, Lyn Pedersen made his first appearance with an article en-
titled: "The Importance of Being Different." Lyn was subsequently to become a
full time staff member, a regular contributor, and associate editor, working with
and for ONE until late 1960.

Meanwhile the going was rough. There was never enough money (as there still
isn't), there was never enough good publishable material, and there was never
enough help nor enough lime. The August and September issues did not appear
in 1954. The October issue carried this announcement: "Notice! No, you are not
'seeing things.' This is the October Issue. There will be no August or September
issue this year. All subscriptions will be extended two months."

And this October issue was to make history. Why this particular issue?
No real reason, apparently. It was a good issue! If you have never seen it you
should. Yet there is nothing in it which could not have been published by any
other magazine with impunity. Nevertheless, here was the issue which the Los
Angeles postmaster felt he could legally refuse and safely label "obscene." I have
no intention of reviewing here at any length the details of this case (see ONE,
March, 1957; February, 1958) which are well known to those who have been
reading ONE for any length of time. I was not here, in those days, yet I know
that ONE's editors must have been filled with despair-there must have been
moments when everyone recalled all the dire predictions made by those who had
given up at the outset, those who had forseen ONE's demise even before its birth.
I know that it would have been easy and inviting to forget the whole thing, to
give up entirely, or simply to pass on to another and perhaps less "offensive"
issue. But ONE, the magazine, and ONE, the corporation, did not give up so
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easily. It was a long, a bitter, and expensive struggle-two courts decided against
ONE, but ONE did not give up. The first great victory came when the Supreme
Court of these United States deigned to review the case. The success of ONE's
legal counsel in preparing a brief which attracted the attention of our highest
tribunal cannot be praised too highly. At last, in January, 1958, came the deci-
sion in ONE's favor, and the postmaster was directed to release the long im-
pounded copies.

It is hard to appreciate the significance of this victory. ONE's own victory was
tremendous, and yet it pales into unimportance alongside the overall gains which
came with this decision. Freedom of the press, freedom to publish! Yes, of course.
But there was more than that! The real, the basic, the honest and fundamental
issue resolved was that the mention, the treatment, whether in fact or in fiction,
of homosexuality was not, in and by itself, obscene. This, of course, despite the
legal obfuscation and verbiage, was exactly and precisely what the postoffice was
contending, and is what would have been established had the decision gone the
other way. What has this meant, what can this mean to all fields of cornmunica-
tion, to all the arts, to radio, to TV, the stage, the novel and the movies? The an-
swer has long since become obvious. I had no part in this drama and so I can say
that if ONE should disappear tomorrow it would still have made one of the
greatest contributions to humanism and civil liberty of our day. How many of
you, by the way, have ever seen this issue? It is still available-simply because it
was, for so long, unmailable. "The Gay Menagerie," a six-page cartoon sequence
in this issue, is considered by some to be one of the most unforgettable things the
magazine has ever done.

In January, 1955, there appeared, for the first time, what has since become
ONE's most popular, most essential, feature "Tangents." News, in various form,
has appeared in almost every issue since the very beginning, but with this issue,
news, written with the particular style and commentary of Dal McIntire, was to
become a must. Today, sometimes, the lack of space occasioned by some special
feature, forces the omission of "Tangents" from a given issue. Nothing, except,
perhaps, the non-appearance of the Magazine itself, brings in so many protests
from our readers.

ONE's tribulations were still not over. Legal acceptance had been won, but
financial and staffing problems had not yet been overcome. There must have been
many, many moments when ONE's editors, above all, were convinced that the
early doubters were completely and entirely right. Deadlines simply could not
be met; issues were almost always late, by weeks or months, or were skipped all
together. As late as 1957 issues were to be combined, appearing as August-Septem-
ber, October-November. From the very beginning ONE has been a "printed"
magazine, but the printing, off-set or type, has varied from issue to issue, make-
up, format, column width, column length, type font, color of ink, covers, illustra-
tions-everything varied from issue to issue. It was anybody's guess as to when
or how the next issue might appear, or what it would look like.

In June, 1957, a significant change appeared on the cover. Up to that time the
cover had always announced: ONE-The Homosexual Magazine. With the issue
of June-July, 1957, the cover read: ONE-The Homosexual Viewpoint. This
change was not made lightly. Many hours of argument and discussion preceded
it; discussion and argument have followed it, but the change, for better or for
worse, was made. As a linquist,I personally feel the change was for the better,
though not necessarily more expressive of ONE's aims.

In that same issue ONE also acquired the "new look." From this time on, ONE
has been a letterpress magazine, pages have been illustrated, paper has been of a
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uniform quality, features and departments have been regular in appearance
and consistent in context. Issues have appeared regularly with only a few delays.
No issue has been skipped. There have been twelve issues each year. No small
achievement!

But what has been ONE's real progress? Is it something which can be
measured by changes in type and format, by regularity of publication, by number
of pages,by quality of paper or excellence of illustration,by the number of ads,or
by the names on ONE's masthead, or by the names on ONE's roster of authors?
I do not think so. ONE's real progress can be demonstrated and measured only by
its content. While the changes in its physical features can be appreciated by any
long time reader, I feel that only its editors-s-and only those who have been with
the magazine from the very beginning, of which there are now only two-s-Don
Slater and Bill Lambert-e-can appreciate the real and significant progress during
the past nine years.

Not even they, I fear, were really cognizant of the full extent of this during
these past nine years until they were shocked a week or so ago·by certain develop-
ments which forced them, perhaps for the first time, to take full cognizance
of ONE's real, true, and meaningful development.

For example, I wonder just how many of ONE's current readers realize that at
the very beginning ONE was a non-fiction magazine? It was! This was not by
design nor intent. From the very earliest plans, ONE's supporters had envisaged
a magazine which, like most popular magazines, would contain a certain amount
of appropriate fiction. It was the opinion of legal counsel, however, that ONE
could not publish fiction. To do so would appear to be catering to the delectation
of a sensual-minded and perverted minority. Only by avoiding any semblence of
"entertainment" could ONE lawfully and realistically meet the requirements of its
corporate charter. Fortunately, this particular point of view did not long persist,
but it was not until July, 1953, the seventh issue, that ONE dared print a piece
of fiction-c-an innocuous little tale entitled, "But They'll Outgrow It," by David
Freeman. By December of that very year ONE had become sufficiently daring as
to publish an all-fiction issue, the high-light of which was a story by James Barr.
Since then there have been other all-fiction issues, and today, unless it be by ex-

.press design of its editors, no issue of ONE would be considered complete without
one or two pieces of fiction.

But let me give you another example of ONE's progress. There appeared in
ARCADIE, the French homophile publication, a short story by Yves Cerny, en-
titled "le Nouveau Garon boucher," a sensitive and delightful tale. This story was
subsequently translated expressly for ONE by Clarkson Crane, an American
author, who has contributed some of ONE's best original fiction. On the advice of
legal counsel, however, this story was rejected as being too daring for ONE simply
because it portrayed, on an exalted and poetic level, physical and affectionate,
though not necessarily sexual, contact between two men. Rejected by O~'E Mr.
Crane then submitted his manuscript to Der Kreis, where it was published in
the English section of that magazine as "The New Butcher Boy." Late last fall
this particualr little history was brought to my attention. I read the story in Eng-
lish and in French, and I suggested to the editors that they take another look at
it. The story was reread and, needless to say, was published without a qualm in
the issue of February 1961. This is but one example. Today ONE publishes in
almost every issue articles, poetry, and fiction which in 1953, 1957, or 1959 would
have caused our legal advisors to "shake in their boots." Compare almost any
issue today with that 'celebrated' issue of 1954 and judge for yourself whether
progress has been made.

Many, many months ago ONE's present editorial staff began to make plans for
this anniversary issue, for this anniversary year. An idea, proposed early in our
discussions, was to reprint throughout the year, the "best" from ONE's long nine
years. The idea was, after much discussion, adopted as having merit. Then came
the search for the "Best of ONE." Almost everyone had a suggestion, a favorite
article, a favorite story, a piece of poetry, the "gay menagerie," Brother Grundy;
etc. One by one these were pulled out of the files and reread. Some of us, delib-
erately,and laboriously, examined page after page, every issue on our shelves.
And then came the shock. One by one each suggestion was thrown aside. Our
own selections, reread, did not seem so outstanding. Someone was sure to say:
"Well, yes, this is pretty good. It's quite well written. It's amusing, it's interesting,
even, but if this were to be submitted to ONE today, I would reject it without a
second thought. It's old hat, it's been said, it's not really very clever any more,
it's ingenuous, it's naive. What does it matter?" And so on. Oddly enough there
was almost always unanimous agreement, excellent as the selection once may have
been, there was no place for it in the ONE magazine of today. A great idea went
out the window. There are not in this issue, and there will not be in 1962, any
"reprints." But I hasten to add, we are not ashamed of these old issues. Indeed,
as we look them over, there are many issues as a whole, many articles, many
phrases, many lines, which make our hearts swell with pride. Time after time the
question comes to mind, "How could we have been that good? Boy, this must
surely have been an accident!" Even so, this is not good enough for 1962! NO,
if it is not that it "is not good enough," it is just that it "no longer needs saying."
Our problems, our issues are different.

And so, at almost the last moment, a project which we had nurtured for the
better part of a year, collapsed in a lifeless heap on the worn floor before us.
Could we not yet salvage something of this great plan? Perhaps!

What might Martin Block, what might Dale Jennings, Geraldine Jackson, and
others have to say today? To hell with what they said ten years ago! Let's hear
from them today! And so. that is what we give you~our tenth anniversary issue.
some Martin Block,-ONE's first editor, some Dale Jennings ONE's second
editor; an issue embellished by Eve Elloree, ONE's earliest and most regular
past contributors .

We, your editors, hope that perhaps we can continue, throughout this year,
this project to bring you new and original contributions by the best, the
most famous writers ONE has presented these past nine years. And perhaps,
we will eventually reprint something of our "best." It is not that there have not
been many things which we have been proud and happy to print, for there have
been many, but again, I say, this is 1962, not 1952, and there is a lifetime and a
world before us.

It is with this in mind that your present editorial staff begins to plan ONE for
February, 1962, and for, 1963, 1965... !

Marcel Martin
Associate Editor

Income Tax Service
Personal Interview in your home on
Sat. or evenings. 8 years experience.
Los Angeles calls to CU 3-1255
Orange County calls to JE 7-0304
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Without emotion he walked and let the wind
lead him without asking the city or the streets
to pardon his being alive but walking
as in a dream not wanting to be disturbed by
reality coming into his consciousness just now
with its painful reminders of his many
faults and shortcomings that he was not
beautiful or really very intelligent or
handsome and maybe that was one of the
reasons why he was looking so hard for love
and never finding it-

The blood sang in his head and the wind was
hollow inside his ears as though he were
listening for a voice he knew he would recognize
of someone calling his name or simply
speaking to him asking for a cigarette or the time
just behind him or a hand reaching
out to touch his shoulder and say hey buddy
is the bus still running anything but he would know
instantly that this was that special
moment that was rove
coming up behind him and touching his shoulder
and asking his name.

doyle
eugene
livingston

The
whe
he was.
night
f~f;hBknew existed nowher~ but in his,
own heart namely love and a desire to be
loved by somebody he could openly
admire and not be ashamed of before God
and the world for what he did not feel
in the least was bad or degraded him in any
way but rather gave him the only reason
to feel he was truly alive in the world
where things were otherwise so dead
killed by routine and indifference
and God knows what but his heart ached
and emotion caught at his throat not
to cry for this inward torture and the pain of
being alone in the streets again and needing
somebody to love but having no one and not to
give way to hysteria that maybe he was
growing old to be one of those queen mothers
who everybody laughed at and secretly
pitied and were half afraid that one day
they would become like that too:

The boy was not beautiful his eyes were too small
and not the kind of eyes associated with
beauty but with animals
being caged stalking back and forth with wary
eyes for any chance to escape the eyes of somebody
both hunter and hunted they were haunted eyes
but looked straight at him in such a way
that the beauty that was in them was youth
and dispelled any other thoughts except of
a lonely kid looking for the same thing he was
and not asking too much only a chance to be
comforted and brought and maybe told he was
good looking enough to be in the movies or even
beautiful:

one

They laid together and the love was beautiful that
passed between them without unnecessary
words to say what they felt and momentarily
shared in spite of laws that condemned them
and a world that was ready to punish them if it knew
but loving easily without hesitation doing
all the things that call for a deeper kind of
joy than usually happens but did happen to them
just for awhile the short time that
they lay there in bed together without
speaking-
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The boy seemed disturbed later about something
and did not want to get up right away or
turn on the light to reveal what was in his
face hatred for this queer and the ugly thing
he had let himself do but went on laying there
with his arm lightly across the other
while he thought his terrible thoughts
of God's hidden judgment and guilt over
what his father and his sister would think
if they knew and if the police caught him
what they would do to him besides being
a queer or almost as bad as one letting things like this
happen and could he ever be clean again after
having given himself to this man?
The man sleeping beside him did not know
that the boy was no longer
resting at his side but had begun to edge away
and silently got out of the bed and feeling
for his pants and shirt in the dark
carefully dressed himself and wondered what
time it was and if he would be able to get away
without making any noise?

The man rolled over and asked the dark
what destiny it had in store for him as sweet as
what he had shared with the boy who stood
with a sudden cold chill in his stomach that
what if he met him again on the streets somewhere
or coming out of a movie and he pointed
his finger at him and told people that was him
the one who came home with me and did
things that no one would ever believe but suppose
they did believe and looked at him with
anger in their eyes for his being one of their kind now
letting his body
become spotted and striped like an
animal's body that gives itself to any pleasure
without caring about laws or society
but living free in the jungle of its own desires
doing what it pleases not what people
want just an animal they would kick him and tear at him
with stiff hard-knuckled hands hitting him
all over in the back and in the face
hurting him more than he had ever been
hurt before because he was no longer one of them
but a .queer who had let a man
do things to him and deserved to be
beaten and killed
like dirt like something dirty
for being the kind of thing he was ready
to become .

•

.r.

When the boy lifted the candle holder over the
sleeping figure on the bed there was neither
anger or hatred in his heart nor any sign of
fear in the man who smiled slightly still
remembering the night as it had been
before the heavy brass objet d'art hit him hard
on the temple above the ear cracking the skull
instantly driving his mind deeper into his dreams
without any of the poetry of fear repeatedly
hitting him until his head split open with a terrible
deliberate rhythm of destruction that did not
stop to consider anything but that it was
necessary to remove all chances of discovery
on top of so much guilt-

o God let me be punished his young heart cried
and his body awakened again at the thought of what
he had done and responded to the sense of death
and blood so that he opened his pants again and
worked himself off and came with a tight
short orgasm over the bedclothes and the s
and the man gored with his own blood Je
Death had come instantly
on wings remarkably swift or like a lov
who comes full of surprises that may
be touched on until the very last mi
The morning hung hours away ov.
as the boy with the strange el,9N
of deliberate cruelty and ~mate re
no matter how momentary enough t
got in the man'~l""ctnd drove for th
night throlLq.lFi~e.$treets-
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fragment
from an unfinished work

We were standing at the bar when Nicky turned quite suddenly; he had been
courting a new face, he turned and rested his voice on the smoke that filled the
room. "Did you hear," he asked, "that B. is dead? That he jumped from a window
in New York?" Did you know, he did not add, that Rome is fallen, Achilles
wounded, the laurels cut down.

Yes, I knew, and we spoke for a few minutes of the B. we had known and we
thought of the love we had felt for him, and we looked again about the market-
place, making our bids for the evening, indulging whims for the courtesy of the
gentlemen strangers :-we might never forgive Tennessee Williams for that re-
mark. And B. lay in his grave decaying.

He had tried to kill me once. Or perhaps himself; I don't know, I'm not an ana-
lyst. We had been to the theatre and had driven to the beach later. We sat in the
car, I remember, and talked of our friends with just enough malice to show how
much we cared for them. We talked and we talked, on and on for hours. Then we
went home. He would read, he thought, for a little while before he came to bed.
I remember waking in the cool evening to find him making love to me and I feel
again the surprise I felt then for though we loved each other we were never
lovers. But afterwards he felt he would read more. But everything went back to
its regular routine while I slept; he read, he went to the liquor closet, he drank.
He drank steadily and with purpose if he drank at all. He did not, as others we
knew did, drink regularly from rising, hiding vodka bottles in the laundry
hamper and in the file cabinets at work; no, he drank with the knowledge that
he would be over-taken sooner or later by unconsciousness. He did not drink like
this always or even every day or every week. But he drank this way often enough
for it to be expected and even accepted a little by his friends. He read, he drank,
eventually he came to bed. I remember stirring, turning over and seeing him
undress, murmuring and drifting off to sleep again. Then he tried to kill me and
I woke.

I know now that it must be very simple to be choked to death while one sleeps:
the hands placed firmly around the throat, the compression growing, it is more
than possible that life would vanish before consciousness returned. I remember
waking to a choking sensation and the feeling of somewhat damp hands on my
throat and a feeling of pity on my part. I lifted my hands to those around my
throat and with less effort than it takes to breathe I brushed his hands away. "Go
to sleep," I said, and he stretched out and went to sleep.

As there had been no strength in his hands, there was no awareness anywhere
in him: his eyes had been glazed and far-away looking; he was childlike and
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• simple in his actions and his reactions. He slept and, strangely, so did I.
In the morning he had no remembrance of what had gone by. I had wakened

and washed, brushed my teeth and bussed to work while he had slept on. Later he
called me where I worked. I remember now how I had been quick to hang the
phone back in its cradle and annoyed with myself. Somehow I felt guilty as a
judge must feel guilty when his son comes before him on a charge of burglary, or
a mother who finds her daughter has aborted. I had no sense of displeasure with
him but all through the day I would suddenly address myself in my mind with
thoughts, with curt apologetics and with a somewhat irrational sense of justifica-
tion.

For several days I expostulated on the telephone to mutual friends. "Really,"
I said, and "After all," and I would go on laughing through the great details. But
somehow I never told how we had loved and the memory of these few moments
rankled under all.

Eventually he came to see me where I worked, walking in during the late
afternoon hours and I nodded curtly and busied myself with chores I had avoided
doing during the last few days. He looked younger every moment and as he stood
in the afternoon shade one could fancy him resolving into the motion picture
cliche of the abashed child, one leg idly toying behind the other, the hand flowing
uncomfortably idle, the pervasive restlessness making itself known quietly and

.almost captiously and finally he caught my eye and his little boys voice asked
with an incredible innocence, "Why are you mad at me?" and my heart quite
broke and more than ever I loved him.

But I was stern; my rectitude was parental, my vulnerability shielded, my dig-
nity in place. We spoke and after a little time he went away and for a little while
I concerned myself more with other friends, with the sexual chase and the rituals
of earning a living. However we all move in limited circles and so, in due time,
we were meeting again and being polite again, and then spending as much time
with each other as we had before he had clutched at me in the dark.

It is simple to say that this had changed our lives with respect to each other.
Of course it had; but then, we change our lives each time we dine in company or
pass the time of day. We cannot but think, if all we do is nod to an acquaintance
in the street, how well she looks today! or ill or old or tired or how unchanging.
We are deflected in the moment every moment but accept the flow of thought until
some sudden activity hemorrhages the calm processes to which we have accus-
tomed ourselves. Intangibles become realities, realities revert, all with the quiet
complexities of the bloodstream.
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It is traditionally vicious to attack
the religion of another. For this rea-
son, those of a limited religious view
must live in a vacuum of agreement
for the sake of amiability. Then, be-
cause polite conversation is often held
to be more sacrosanct than serious dis-
cussion, it is a delight to hear the rare
hostess say, "Let's talk about nothing
but religion, politics and sex tonight!
I shall feel quite unsuccessful if any-
one leaves saying he's had a 'good'
time." And it wgs in this same rare
spirit that ONE proffered the invita-
tion to "dash off a little something"
for its decennary issue. Resulting are
these comments on the Religion of
Homosexuality as it now appears to
one of the magazine's first editors ten
years later.

Of course, it is patently untenable
to define a homosexual as one who
prefers his own sex. Instantly such
questions arise as: do you mean,
mentally, physically, emotionally or
a jigger of each? If not always physi-
cally, then does the question imply
that they are deviates who are drawn
to their own gender only mentally and
emotionally? If physically, at what
frequency does one become a homo-
sexual: once, twice, a dozen times,
now and then during the summer
months, daily or only in wet dreams?
And what role must one play to earn
the homosexual label: passive male,

by jeff winters

aggressive female or one participant
in a choric masturbation?

There seems to be only one, satis-
factory answer granting homogeny to
these nonsense questions, and it is the
attitudeof the Law stating that all are
deviates who', "make an, unnatural
gesture even once." Wisely, the Law
carefully avoids specifying the age of



the criminal at the time of the ges-
ture; otherwise unweaned babies
would be similarly culpable for estab-
lishing incestuous relations with their
mothers. The Law simply indicates
that normality is a state existing from
birth to death without interruption,
and that it is absent in all intercourse
except that in which the male is domi-
nant and has impregnation firmly in
mind. Preposterous as this may sound,
the formula is wholly valid in an at-
mosphere where it is necessary to de-
termine the acceptability of what goes
on in dark rooms behind locked doors.

Strangely, the two most notable at-
mospheres in which this categoriza-
tion is most imperative are courts of
law and gay bars. In both, echoes the
frenzied question: Will he or won't
he? Legally, the question makes good
sense in testing for criminality. Simi-
larly, it protects the socializing homo-
sexual from getting involved with
merely another "faggot" instead of a
"man." Both terms are used by the
deviate more than any other section of
society because homosexuals appear
to detest one another in what amounts
to happy dedication. Further, they
seem to be wholly unmoved by sexual
difficulties other than their own. The
world about them is comprised of
gorgeous brutes, dirty old men and
females who. really aren't people at
all. At the center of all this is Utterly
Special Me.

The fact is evidenced in the tortured
histories of both the Mattachine
Forensic League and the magazine
ONE. Both still exist after all this
time, not because of their social aims
but in spite of them. Both find their
most constant support among those
who want to share a sexual leaning in-
tellectually like bird-watchers who also
band together rather inexpicably. The
sexually active have little time for
magazines and meetings. Then it can
be suggested that homosexuality is
little more than a cult or a religion. As

such, it is history's most effete form of
phallic worship having neither rite,
credo nor direction.

There is no reason other than re-
Iigio-i that such a wide variety of peo-
ple should feel themselves to be mem-
bers of a single group. Intellectually,
they range from cretin to genius.
Physically, the gamut goes from frail
to monstrously muscular, and emo-
tionally from the psychotic to the
stable. In none of these categories are
they unusual. Then the one thing they
have in common is their interest in a
sex act and in specific sex organs.
Nothing else identifies them.

Homosexual fiction, poetry and hu-
mor can only be pornographic in that
the crux of all these is libidinous. Few
have ever thought to designate some
writer as "that great heterosexual
author and exponent of normality."
On the contrary, he is quite often
great in spite of the subject matter he
chooses. Similarly, a homosexual sci-
entific view is as hilarious as a Metho-
dist chemist, a Catholic gardner or a
Druid Republican. The juxtaposition
can only imply bias, the arch-opposite
of Science. Any study of homosexual-
ity must concern itself primarily with
the question "Why?" which indicates
that deviates must be explained, ex-
cused or eradicated. Although it is a
fascinating enigma, there has been
little research on why men like wo-
men. No one appears to be interested.

There are definitely heterosexual
magazines devoted solely to the male
interest in the fact of femininity. A
glance at them will reveal their pub-
lishers, writers and readers as persons
of alarmingly limited mentalities.
Their monomania is puerile and mo-
notonous. On the other hand, those
men's magazines which appeal to the
intelligent are outstanding for their
articles and fiction on subjects far re-
moved from erotica. None could be
classified as exclusively heterosexual.
Intelligence is sexless. It is quite easy
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to listen to the St. Matthew Passion
without once remembering that Bach
was white, the father of twenty child-
ren, Germanic and overweight.

However, there is one clear reason
that should certainly draw homo-
sexuals together in a strong and de-
termined unity. This is their legal in-
equality. Here is a Cause and a mag-
nificent one. Yet the homosexual, in
his refusal to recognize other homo-
sexuals as human beings, positively
refuses to participate organizationally
in any such effort, to help finance
others in this fight for him or even to
discover his own legal rights. He pre-
fers to meander on alone until ar-
rested in a public toilet and then pay
extortionate attorney's fees and hush
the whole thing up at all costs. Around
this time, he subscribes to ONE and
begins collecting instances of police
corruption for steady recitation.

Then it is obvious that in these past
ten years, I have become most suspi-
cious of any who term themselves
homosexual without accepting the re-
sponsibility of that category. Just as
all are heathen who do not live up to
the credo of the church they "belong"
to, so any homosexual who does not
approach his chosen life positively is
merely a sex deviate and deserves all
he gets in the hands of the law. It is
an inescapable fact that we all have
dues to pay.

Now and again I am careless
enough to allow the question to arise
of exactly what I am. Upon demand,
my answer is the pallid remark, "I'm
a man." I do not feel that I am homo-
sexual. I don't know what the word
means and I don't like what most
people think it means. If my answer
isn't adequate and they pursue the
subject, I either clobber them, make
love to them or run like hell.

I ~nd this more rewarding than
peroxide and affirmation.

ACE-III
Moving &
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EMBARCADERO

shudder in a crack
woman kissed onthe back

lone nightbird winging
its way up the main stem

then laughing, in a foggy joint,
the liquid look, well

to another hotel room
tofall into fast oblivion

hello, mac-saturnine sitter
there: a II clean, dark cloud

what who when
between

blue clock of your gaze.
atomic personage '

morbidity on the waterfront
frivolity uptown?

-Forrest Anderson
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The treatment of homosexuality on the Broadway stage has recently come in for
attention from the critics of drama in New York and London, and not all of it
bad (see ONE, April, 1961).

When Howard Taubman, writing in the New York Times November 5, 1961,
under 'the title "Not What It Seems" expressed himself "openly and candidly" on
the subject, quite distorting and exaggerating the situation, we thought it was
time to examine the facts for our readers and correct any false impressions Mr.
Taubman may have created. .

First of all, to begin with paragraph
one of Mr. Taubman's attack. There
is not an "increasing incidence and
influence of homosexuality on New
York's stage.... " Nor "in the other
arts as well," you silly little Mr. Taub-
man. You are a bloody, dreary, tire-
some fool to make an issue of it, and
you used the issue simply because you
wanted something to write about and
that sounded like a nice attention-get-
ting, controversial subject. There is,
on the assumption that you are ad-
dressing the theatre-going public, very
little sly whispering or malicious gos-
sip. The general public is much less in-
terested in the sex life of costume de-
signers than Mr. Taubman would
have us believe. And what the hell
business is the sex life of costume de-
signers to Mr. Taubman anyway?

The man is obviously attacking
Miles White, Oliver Smith, and Nod
Coward-gratuitously and for no rea-
son but that he couldn't think of any-
thing else to write about. There are
several who would have us believe that
the ladies' costumes in "Sail Away"
are downright horrors, but they are a
collaboration between Oliver Smith
and Helene Pons or some other per-
fectly reputable lady designer. It is
also true that one or two of the chorus
boys in "Sail Away" are notably well
endowed with dangles, and they show
it in very tight bathing drawers-also
a couple have beautiful chests and are
not averse to baring them. Granted
also that a good many of the young
men in "Milk and Honey" rush about

theatre:

not only
For our own
satisFaction

with bared bosoms. Well people in
Israel do go around with their shirts
off. The other costumes in "Milk and
Honey" are generic, they are what the
people represented in the situations
would wear, done with a nice choice
of complementing colors. Granted
that a lot of the girls are unattractive;
but this is for two reasons. One, wo-
men are making themselves less and
less attractive in the current cycle, or
pendulum swing: leotards, black
stockings, beehive hairdo's, garbage-
swept, uncombed bobs, no lipstick,
pale, pasty, slutty faces. Okay. This is
1962, and if they are showing ladies
in 1962 they tend to reflect the way
ladies look in this year. Number two
-a good many of the chorus girls are
simply ugly. They have to be dancers.
This is not the Zeigfeld era,' with
beauties standing still doing nothing.
Nor is it the pony-line high kick era,
where the routines were simple. The
girls were ugly to start with; they re-
hearse all day in sweaty black under-
wear, they don't know how to make up
anyway, and they look awful on the
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stage. The prettier ones all have year
contracts in TV. We cannot believe
that any producer or director in his
right mind would deliberately choose
ugly females, therefore, we conclude
that they are the only ones available.
It is difficult to name five really beau-
tiful girl dancers in the present New
York City ballet company. They are
girls who work for peanuts and dedi-
cate themselves to excruciating exer-
cise, and it is the likes of them that
dance in the current Broadway ver-
nacular.

We will grant parenthetically to
Mr. Taubman that one playwriter is at
fault these days and is much hated by
the female members of his troupe. His
almost maniac hatred of women has
been allowed to dominate his relations
with, his direction of, and his allot-
ment of material to, the women in his
cast. But even in this case, the clothes
of the leading lady are, because of the
nature of her role, mostly pants. We
loathe women in pants-but they wear
them everywhere.

Who are the authors that Mr. Tauh-
man is attacking? Tennessee Williams
and Hugh Wheeler. Okay. Since when
has it been demanded of Mr. Williams
that he produce only healthy, four-
square normal, heterosexual relation-
ships in his plays? Complaining about
a deviational slant in Tennessee Wil-
liams' work is like complaining that
a black cat is not white. Hugh Wheeler
has tried honestly and quite bril-
liantly to treat the subject. There is
often nothing but futility and sterility
to be gained from using the homo-
sexual theme on the stage, since one is
writing for as many people as possible
(in other words commercially), and
a large proportion of the audiences
consist of either expense-account.
tourists or Pelham Manor theatre
parties, they aren't very interested in
homosexual relations. But we fault
Mr. Taubman unmercifully on a quite
unconnected ground; this is based on

the assumption that there is a God.
The world is reproducing and making
babies on the quick road to total ex-
termination. The pressure of over-
population is strangling the universe.
God has provided wars, famines,
floods and the like--also a lot of peo-
ple who, were they honest with them-
selves, enjoy a roll in the feathers with
their own kind. But none of these
things work efficiently, so God is
letting the fools strangle themselves
with their own uncontrolled facility in
propagation. The idea of legallizing
sex between consenting adults is cer-
tainly a civilized approach. In making
an issue of homosexuality, Mr. Taub-
man is merely pointing a finger that
has been pointed too often and with
no effect. You might as well exile
every human being who enjoys wheat
bread as make an issue of those who
admire their own sex.

And why bring the subject up to-
day? What about "The Green Bay
Tree" and "The Captive"? Even
"Pleasure Man" or "Sex," if vou
want to introduce the sublime. .

It just happens that the creative
urge manifests itself in a few people
with homosexual tendencies - per-
haps, but not necessarily, in more of
them than in socalled normal men. A
homosexual writing about an ostens-
ibly normal relationship, is no more
dishonest or at a loss, than a normal
man writing about the love life of an
airline hostess. They both know very
little from personal experience, but
they always try to project what their
imagination supplies. There are no
more homosexuals functioning in, or
influencing the theatre than there
were twenty years ago; in fact, there
are probably a lot fewer. And cer-
tainly there are no more than in any
other line of art, or commerce, etc.
The proportion is there, always has
been, always will be. And it is quite
idiotic to make a point of it.

Another thing; we defy Mr. Taub-
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man and all the devils of hell to point
a finger at any homosexual who is
now playing a leading role in a Broad-
way production. In our time there
were quite a lot of the beloved
brethren, overt or otherwise, who
were enchanting and/or brilliant and
or / physically attractive and/or ex-
citing actors. A lot of this excitement
has run down the drain. Actors have
to be cleared by the morals depart-
ment of the TV channels and the mo-
tion picture front offices, If there is
the faintest hint of a possible future
unsavory connection, OUT. Boys talk
a lot, and we hear that various TV
stars are having each other behind
the backdrop and all that. But. Mr.
Taubman is levelling at New York and
the influence and high occurrence of
homosexuality. All right. Where is
there even a trace in: "Blood, Sweat
and Stanley Poole," "The Caretaker,"
"Come Blow Your Horn," "The Com-
plaisant Lover," "A Far Country,"
"Gideon," "Mary Mary," "Purlie Vic-
torious," "A Shot in the Dark," or
"Write Me a Murder." That is the list
of legit plays running at this moment
in New York. Not one gay actor. Not
one gay writer. The actors are now all
Rotary members with slob wives and
drooling kidlets; they're so normal
it's sickening. Square. Dull. Damn!
Mr. Taubman is shooting at "Sail
Away" and possibly "Milk and
Honey." "Carnival," "The Second
City," "How To Succeed," "Kean,"

"Kwamina," "Let It Ride," "Cam-
elot," Do Re Mi," Irma La Douce,"
"My Fair Lady," "The- Sound of
Music," "The Unsinkable Molly
Brown" are all-ALL produced, writ-
ten and directed by dismally normal
people. So what, we ask, is Mr. Taub-
man talking about?

In the current frame of reference it
would seem stupid to continue to be-
labour the homosexual theme. There is
not enough public identification with
it, and too many have worked the
mine dry. As for the London theatre,
it is our guess that it is more subject
to the homosexual influence than our
own - but that is arguable surely.
This guess is based on the activities
of one or two immensely powerful
men who literally dictate who can and
who can't get a theatre in London
these days. They are inclined to favor
their 'musical' friends. But remember,
as we all know from experience, an
awful lot of English actors and
writers seem queer-they aren't at
all. They are rather nastily normal
in a good many cases.

It is all very well for Taubman to
attack Wheeler (Patrick Quentin of
Mystery thriller fame) on the grounds
that one doesn't believe the boy capa-
ble of a normal relationship. Let Mr.
Taubman be given an alphabetical list
of all the gay boys who have settled
down in a mystifying satisfactory rela-
tionship with some dreary woman. He
will find that they are legion.

M.F.

Fragment II

I took your spirit home
And laid it down to rest with me.
It soon entwined with mine as one
....... And thus we slept .

All night long ..

by Sten Russell
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SUMMER'S END

A chill wind moves
Amidst the trees of the garden
And a pale moon casts
A ghostly pallor
Upon thetall, potted plants
On the wall's high ledge,
Oh, my love,
Do you ever think of me?

In the far, far distance
A dog barks
And upon my doorstep
Among the fallen petals
Of a rose
A lone cricket chirps
His last song of summer,
Oh, my love, my love,
Have you forgotten me?

by Helen Ito

to B. L.
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as for me ...

Ten years ago (January, 1953) in
these columns, I wrote an article en-
titled, "As For Me--" a strictly per-
sonal viewpoint article, depicting my
crossing from the heterosexual world
to the homosexual-by choice. I had
stars in my eyes and flint in my soul.

Today, ten years later, the flint re-
mains in my soul, perhaps more flint-
ish than ever, but the stars largely
have vanished from my eyes.

Why? Have I become embittered,
disillusioned, defeated, retiring alone
to my den to chew on the meatless
bone of my dreams? No-not really.
I have become just plain old garden
variety disgusted. Disgusted with the
average-and notice I say average-
homosexual's attitude towards him-
self, his own kind, and the hetero-
sexual society in which he lives. I am
especially annoyed with the homo-
sexual's attitude towards, his own
kind.

In every other minority group I can
name, the individuals stand together
for common protection. Not so the
homosexual minority. We have no in-
ternal unity. No sense of belonging to
a group from which we both give and
receive loyalty. No sense of brother-
hood-or sisterhood-whereby we ex-
tend a friendly hand to those who seek
help and understanding; or perhaps
to those who- merely seek congenial
and secure fellowship in a group
which they feel is uniquely their own.

Instead-like a lost child-the av-

erage homosexual seems to look, not
to his own g-roup, and certainly never
to himself for his protection and se-
curity, but always to the heterosexual.

IF ONLY THE HETEROSEXUAL
UNDERSTOOD US, he bleats, ALL
WOULD BE WELL. But deep within
his heart he knows that this is simply
not so. Acceptance comes from with-
in, not without. Actually he is only
looking for someone else to pull his
chestnuts out of the fire, since he
doesn't possess the guts to pull them
out himself!

Certainly, individual homosexuals
have won understanding and respect
from heterosexuals. But respect for
isolated individuals is not enough. We
must have respect for ourselves as a
group-because the world thinks of
us as a group- if we are to survive.
Isn't every other minority group up
against the same kind of judgment?
Why should we be any exception?

"But we are no different from
them" (the heterosexuals), the homo-
sexual wails on. "Why should we
make sucih an issue of it all?"

Here is where we miss the boat en-
tirely. We ARE different-we are dif-
ferent in that we are socially oppres-
sed, and they are not-at least for the
same reasons. This is a very, very im-
portant difference. It's a difference
that puts thousands of men in jail each
year, it puts thousands of others in
terror of losing their jobs if they are
found out, and who knows ho-wmany
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untold numbers live in daily torment,
ridden with guilt, bewilderment and
confusion, as a result of not under-
standing their own natures.

We are different, not only from
heterosexuals in general, but even
from other minority groups in par-
ticular. In other minority groups, at
least, their right to existence is ac-
knowledged. Not so the homosexual
minority. We-so far as the average
public is concerned-should not exist
at all. We. in effect, should not be. We
are considered cancerous growths
upon society, to be cured as quickly
as possible, or if not cured, at least
ostracized so that we can never con-
taminate the "nice" people~the het-
erosexuals.

We are different in that we have no
patterns to grow up by as we first dis-
cover our homosexuality; no ready
made compasses by which to steer our
course. In all other minority groups
patterns do exist. The Negro child, for
instance, knows from earliest child-
hood what it means to be a Negro, and
what he is up against in society as a
result. And from his elders he learns
how he can best adjust to this fact. He
is fortified and strengthened and pre-
pared for the life that he must live.

But the homosexual young person,
just emerging, should he-or she-
consult his elders on such a subject,
would be met either with a confusion
even greater than his own, or with an
attitude of horror.

Thus the emerging homosexual
youth feels that somehow, in a way he
does not yet understand, he is being
deprived of his inalienable human
right to dignity. And the first seeds of
dissension and lack of self respect are
sown.

Yet, in the face of aU this over-
whelming evidence to the contrary.
the homosexual continues to broadcast
to any and all who will listen, "But
WE are no different from THEM!" I
have heard this remark so many times

-~one

in the past ten years that it has come
to sound like a homosexual commer-
cial.

Yes, we ARE different, very dif-
ferent, very definitely so. And because
of our serious differences, the internal
unity which we lack as a group be-
comes even more desperately needed.
How can we achieve this internal
unity? Can it even be achieved at all
under the odds that we face?

Yes, it can. It may sound like a ter-
ribly radical idea, but why not a
HOMOSEXUALS ANONYMOUS,
patterned much after the highly suc-
cessful Alcoholics Anonymous? A
place where those seeking help and
strength and understanding can go
and find what they need by their mu-
tual sharing program. A place. where
one homosexual helps another, based
again upon the premise of Alcoholics
Anonymous: that people of like prob-
lems can often do more for one an-
other than outsiders.

"Oh," but the more adjusted homo-
sexual would protest, "this would be
only for the sick ones."

No, it would not. Homosexuals
Anonymous, as I propose it, would be
for the homosexual as well who al-
ready considers himself to be at peace
with his homosexuality. For who does
not need some place where he can go
and have his ideals strengthened and
recharged and extended? This is why
churches exist.

But the homosexual needs guidance
in addition to that which he receives
in the churches-guidance uniquely
geared to his own needs. Homosexuals
Anonymous can give this to him.

It's a new thought, worth mulling
over. A great many of you will merely
ha ve your adrenalin raised by such an
idea. But a few of you will catch the
vision, and will remember with re-
newed conviction the words of our
great Abraham Lincoln, who said,
"United we stand; divided we fall."

Think it over!
-Geraldine Jackson
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THE BIG SMEAR by William R.

Reardon, Avon Book Division,
Hearst Corporation, 1960,255
p. paperback.
I can give no better reason for read-

ing this novel than the reason quoted
by the author in justifying the book.
"The author wishes he could say that
nothing described in the following
pages could happen here; unfortu-
nately, campaigns differing in specific
detail but similar in substance have
happened here." The author then tells
a fascinating story about a man who
is used to destroy the political future
of a senator who might have become
president.

Karl, the "hero" of the story is tired
of working as a newspaper reporter
and jumps eagerly at, without looking
for reasons behind, the offer of a pub-
lic relations firm to hire him at a large
increase in salary. It develops that the
oil industry has hired a large public
relations firm, the one hiring Karl, to
wreck the future of a senator who has
opposed legislation favorable to the
oil industry. The boss of the firm hires
Karl for the contacts he has in the
newspaper and television field. These
contacts will be "used" to plant stories
unfavorable to the senator, once the
stories can be made up. Since no facts
harmful to the senator can be found
in his case history, the boss takes un-
related facts and produces charges of
homosexuality and communistic lean-
ings. In this plot the author has writ-
ten some of the most refreshing, in-
formative, devastating scenes and
characterizations I have ever read-
better than Advise and Consent. A
public relations man uses his skill to
thwart his minister's transfer to a bet-
ter church. A man uses his mistress as

a guinea pig to test her (and thus the
public's) reaction to a charge of
homosexuality against a senator that
is well known, well liked, has been
married, and shows no tendencies. He
records her reactions and bases a
psychological campaign against the
senator on these reactions. The scene
in which a member of the public re-
lations firm disguises himself as a FBI
agent and interrogates a friend of the
senator in order to obtain damaging
evidence, in which each man says
things to himself and to the other man,
in which human dignity is cut to
shreds, has impressed me so much
that never again will I answer the
most routine questions without think-
ing of the possible consequences as
pointed out in THE BIG SMEAR.
But the most rewarding reading in the
book is found in the description,
intermingled with expert planning
and care by the author, of the self
examination the senator and Karl give
themselves once the charges have been
made. One man, innocent, sees him-
self as he goes from possible president,
confident and well liked, to a man
called gay. He thinks about the Presi-
dency, about human values, about hu-
man depravity. He realizes how easily
a false charge can ruin a man's life.
And at the same time the senator is
having his self examination, Karl is
realizing just what part he has been
playing in this change in a man's
whole personality, opinion of himself
and the public's opinion of him. Then
Karl learns just what his employer
and other people think of him, and his
past comes to light. Just as the author
has so intelligently and movingly por-
trayed the senator's self examination
and facing of facts, he now portrays
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the falling apart of Karl's world and
Karl's reaction. Few readers will fail
to find much enlightenment, much
sorrow, and much soul-searching in
THE BIG SMEAR. And certainly no
homosexual can face himself in the
days to come if he fails to gain the
knowledge of the actions of lawyer.

public relations firms, newspapers,
television newscasters, politicians, and
heterosexuals, in situations such as
described in this novel. The homo-
sexual must prepare himself for
changes in the world's attitude toward
himself. There is something to be
learned by reading THE BIG SMEAR.

-William Edward Glover

AFTER-LOVE SONG

Think it over, honey, think it over;
The way you're left alone when morning comes,
The way a passsing stranger says hello and knows you,
Think it over then, and see if I'm not right.

I never said to stop when things were moving;
I wouldn't say it now if you should ask.
But think about next week, about tomorrow:
And this time make the bed up when you go.

I hate to pass out free advice like this, kid.
Myself, I wouldn't take it as a gift.
So I don't tell you, one way or another,
Just call me up some time and let me know.

-M.F.B.
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UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES DO THE EDITORS
FORWARD LETTERSFROM READERSTO OTHER

PERSONSNOR DO THEY ANSWER CORRE·
SPONDENCE MAKING SUCH REQUESTS.

EDITOR'S NOTE:

Rather than presenting the usual group
of congratulatory messages from notable
persons and confreres in the field customary
o'n such occasions we offer a series of letters
from Friends of ONE, chosen to illustrate
the truly remarkable stability of support and
continuity of personnel which have blessed
ONE since its beginning.

We could think of no better way to show
what ONE means and has meant over the
years than to have its "family" speak for
themselves. Our greatest regret is that space
requirements have compelled the shortening
of some and the omission of others.

THE PIONEERS, 1952-1962

Dear ONE:
It seems a long time since we met in my

home to discuss the new thing called ONE,
back in the' fall of 1952. At that time I had
the honor of being its first financial con-
tributor. My small check was given with the
intention that it would be one of those acorns
from which grow great oaks.

Since then I have been actively engaged
in a number of ways, first writing in the
Magazine's pages May, 1953. My first art
work for the Magazine was the January,
1958 cover. Since then there have been
several additional covers and story illustro-
tions, most recently in October, 1961.

As a Member of the Corporation I have
been pleased to serve in various capacities:
as Chairman of the Promotions Committee
for two years; in helping many of our Social
Service cases with their legal difficulties; as
staff engineer for several years, in charge of
physical improvements; as Chairman of the
Office Relocation Committee; since 1960 as
Chairman of the Corporation, itself.

Shall we let that record tell how irn-
portantly I regard ONE?

Geor~e Mortenson
Los Angeles, California

Deor ONE:
As one of the three Founders who signed

ONE's Articles of Incorporation it is good to
see the other two, Martin Block and Dale Jen-
nings, also represented in this tenth January
issue of ONE Magazine.

My own work in the entertainment field
keeps me from doing as much for ONE as
some of the others. However, I have ot-
tended as many of the Corporation meetings
as I could since 1952 and have twice given
dance performances for the Midwinter In-
stitutes (1959, 1961) as well as contributing
art work for the Magazine on various oc-
casions (Covers, April, 1953; December,
1954; June, 1955).

Tony Reyes
Los Angeles, California

EARLY BIRDS, 1953-1962

Dear ONE:
Early in 1953 I began attending ONE's

editorial meetings. Maybe I should say they
began attending me, under the dangling
mobiles and on the oronqe-crote furniture
our apartment then had. I was wearing
bangs. Maybe all artists have such a period.

My first drawings were in the July, 1953,
Magazine. My first cover the following
month was the green job with squiggles and
the caption "Homosexual Marriage." The
postmaster stopped the issue and held it
for a couple of weeks. I have never thought
much of him as an art critic anyway.

Since then, as ONE's Art Director, I have
had a good many more brick-bats and some
proises. The work with three different editors
-dynamic Dale Jennings, energetic, herd-
working Ann Carll Reid and, for the last
four years, with Don Slater has been fun.

Some of you saw my ad in the Maga·
zine a few years ago, "Eve Elloree is 73."
I'm not, but if you think I felt that way then
at the lack of help we get in the art depart-
ment, I feel worse today. Where are all of
the artistic queens we read about?

Eve Elloree
Tujunga, California

Dear ONE:
The sustained effort that ONE has kept

going for a decade must be a record in
journalism. It cannot fail to have its place
in the long history of t~e freedom of the
press. Quite apart from the quality of the
material that has been published what has
been the significance of ONE is that there
has been skill in editing, in following a line,
thin as the well-known razor's edge but with
the added ordeal-test that this line has never
been visibly drawn and is always shifting.

Talk of water divining and the uncanny
skill of dowsers-beside what the editors of
ONE have achieved, just tracking water sup-
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plies under the earth by a hidden gift is
mere child's play! Further by knowing where
to press that line to the limit yet not to break
through and bring on a deluge of repres-
sions, this sustained strategy has played a
significant part in the long campaign for
reason in the law and science in morality.

D. B. Vest
London, ,England

[Articles by Mr. Vest, pen-nome of a noted
British author, have appeared in ONE Maga-
zine and ONE Institute Quarterly many times
since November, 1953.)

Dear ONE,
ONE's readership is a house of many

mansions. As some' of us backsight and
ponder where we have been and whither
we trend, others can only peer about and
ask where they are,

Let us reflect that we are not unique in
possessing enemies, life is war, as a minor
English poet pointed out a couple of cen-
turies ago, and he that is born is enlisted.
Neutrality is impossible, but we may read
the fine print in our enlistment contract. We
have the say on which side we shall fight.
We have the say, too, whether we shall
cower until our foes despoil us at their con-
venience or whether we shall take the initia-
tive and fight on a field of our own choosing.

A primary concern of every reader of
ONE is his attachment to a partner and
potentially a "family." Alone you are a waif,
you conr keep out of trouble and nobody
can extricate you when you get into trouble.
Some waifs lack the feeling of maturity and
responsibility that a mature person possesses.
ONE has been working to give them the
manly qualities. Many, ONE has succeeded
in helping, heartening, reconstructing.

If ONE went out of business todoy [peri sh
the thouq+rtll , still the world would never
be the same as it was ten years ago.
There is no saying how much good this hand-
ful of men and women has done. It is hard,
maybe impossible, to think of any historic
development within memory, other than this,
that has been so heartening.

J. P. Starr
Los Angeles, California

IMr. Starr has been a subscriber and Friend
of ONE since 1953. His frequent writings in
the Magazine and faithful attendance at
lectures and Annual Meetings and financial
aid have given evidence of his loyal interest
in the varied tasks the Corporation has been
undertaking.)

LATER RECRUITS, 1954-1962

Dear ONE,
It is with regret that I have been unable

to keep up the job of translating from Span-
ish, Italian and French for ONE and that my

name which appeared on the Magazine's
masthead for three years from July, 1954,
can no longer be there.

This is certainly not my desire, but ad-
vancing years have forced this upon me. I
will indeed do what I can for ONE, when-
ever possible, as I am firmly convinced of
the importance Of what you are doing .

Armando Quezon
North Hollywood, California

Dear ONE,

When I took on the job as Editorial Sec-
retary in July, 1954, who could have fore-
seen that eight years later I would still be
writing articles and editorials for the Maga-
zine? It was most interesting too to have
served as secretary and to have taken an
active part in 1956 in all of the work lead-
ing up to the opening of ONE Institute in the
fall of that year, as well as to have taught
some of its earliest classes.

The obligations of my present job are so
pressing thct I am not now able to put in as
many hours for ONE as was once possible,
but I do what I can.

Robert Gregory
Los Angeles, California

Dear ONE,
I think it proves something that ONE

Magazine has survived for so many yeors.
Most enterprises of the little-magazine na-
ture fall by t~e wayside because of lack
of funds, loss of reader interest, or because
of gradual disorganization within the staff.
But ONE's longevity is a positive statement in
itself which cannot be ignored by anyone-
even by those who would prefer to de-
precate the worth of the whole project, if
such people are still around. The now quite
traditional existence of ONE is a substantial
victory in itself.

Alden Kirby
New York, N. Y.

IMr. Kirby's poetry and articles began ap-
pearing in the Magazine in November, 1954.
Readers will remember his photograph on
the cover of t~e "Poems of Other Love"
Magazine issue, October-November, 1957.)

Dear People of ONE,
When the '50s were young I bought my

first copies of the Magazine. They were not
very professional looking and perhaps the
contents were not impressive, but the mere
fact that a bit of a magazine dared present
THE subject was impressive.

Looking back, I see that the time and the
place were right, California, where many
progressive people live; and the time was ex-
traordinary. It was the beginning of an un-
expected awakening. Orthodox conceptions
of reality were agreed to be inadequate.
Thus a revolution in thought began.
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During that time of ferment ONE burst
quietly, strangely, wonderfully into existence.
The venture has been a revolutionary de-
parture from the convention of silence, a
convention shrouding even the thought of a
change of status for homosexuals.

ONE is more than a symptom of the dis-
content of an under-privileged minority, for
who among its faithful readers and con-
tributors can feel no stirring of a community
of spirit? May ONE deepen its knowledge,
clarify and strengthen its ideas-and live
as long as it is needed.

Edward Denison
.. , Texas

[Aside from being a very early subscriber
Mr. Denison hos written a number of pro-
vocative letters which have been published
in the Magazine).

OBITUARIES

It is with regret that we note here the
decease of Miss Kay Reynard who ably
served on the Editorial Board for two years
from 1954, and of Don Williams who served
as Managing Editor of the Magazine and in
other capacities for about three years from
1955. The loss of both of these brillion;
young people is keenly felt by us all.

T~e untimely passing of Dr. Blanche Baker
and the discontinuance of her column "To-
ward Understanding" have been previously
reported in the Magazine's columns. Her
psychiatrist's viewpoint is one that is sorely
missed.

A SAMPLING FROM THE YEARS, 1955-1962

Dear ONE,
Congratulations on your first decade. As

one who has watched from the sidelines for
all these ten years I can certainly see the
strides that have been made, bringing to all
homosexuals a new hope for greater freedom
and personal happiness in the future.

Dale, Mallory
Garden Grove, California

IMr. Mallory speaks too modestly of "the
sidelines," having been an early subscriber
of the Magazine, as well as doing the com-
posing and varityping of a number of the
mid-1950 issues. His article, "Pornography
They Say" in May, 1961, is indicative of
his strong convictions concerning freedom).

Dear ONE,
My own first contact with ONE was at its

1956 Midwinter Institute, although I had
some time earlier become acquainted with
the Magazine. I was greatly impressed by
the caliber and seriousness of the entire
proceedings which would have been virtu-
ally unthinkable in years past.

From then until today I have been happy
to write a number of articles for the Maga-
zine' to do book reviews and to write for
ONE Institute Quarterly as a Contributing
Editor. It was also very much worthwhile to
assist, by speaking and roundtable discus-
sions at subsequent Midwinter Institutes.

Perhaps the most important work I have
taken part in for ONE has been in connection
with the founding and development of ONE
Institute of Homophile Studies. As a life-
time educator I naturally view education as
of paramount importance. Now that I am
retired from my university work it has beer.
very rewarding to do what I could to further
this unique educational work of ONE's. You
are to be commended for having success-
fully launched an enterprise that is doing
so much good and has much potential for
the future.

Thomas M. Merritt
Studio City, California

Dear ONE,

May I add a word or two to Dr. Merritt's
kind letter which you have shown me? My
own high evaluation of the Educational
aspects of ONE also stems from some years
of university teaching. Education was an in·
tegral part of ONE's founding plans but it
was not until we had the advantage of Dr.
Merritt's wise and patient counsel to guide
us through the complexities of establishing
the adult education facility which is ONE
'Institute of Homophile Studies that we were
able to put our hopes and ideals into work-
able form.

I would like to put on record our ap-
preciation of the countless hours of time he
spent in driving from his country home to at-
tend interminable committee meetings, the
careful summaries and outlines he prepared
for the Institute on the wide variety of topics
which called for keen analysis, if we were
to open such an Institute successfully.

Since its opening six years ago an esti-
mated total of five thousand persons have
sat in serious, carefully planned classes to
study some aspects of homosexuality. How
many other thousands have read the articles
in ONE Intitute Quarterly cannot even be
imagined, and much of all this is owed to
the grasp and strength of intellect that
Dr. Merritt has contributed.

Our only regret is that as the Institute's
first Dean we must now also add the term
Emeritus, and that he does not today still
feel equal to conducting classes and attend-
ing the sessions as regularly as in the past.
The 10th Anniversary would be incomplete
without our acknowledgement of one of the
staunchest members in our ranks.

W. Dorr Legg
Los Angeles, California
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